
With its contemporary design and its streamlined, minimalist look, the Symmons Sereno™ demonstrates an exquisite union 

of harsh straight lines and soft serene curves. This tub and shower system offers a splendid solution that will satisfy both 

masculine and feminine tastes. Every Symmons Sereno™ tub and shower system features the legendary Symmons Temptrol® 

Pressure-Balancing mixing valve. Constructed of solid brass, bronze and stainless steel, and featuring a piston that adjusts 

automatically to instantly and continually equalize or “balance” the hot and cold water pressure as demands are made 

elsewhere in the plumbing system. Symmons Temptrol® puts an end to “Shower Shock” and provides a safe, comfortable 

shower every time.
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S-4301
Symmons Sereno™ shower 

system with lever handle and 
secondary integral volume 
control handle. Symmons 

Temptrol® Pressure-Balancing 
mixing valve. Single mode 

showerhead with arm 
and flange.

4301
Symmons Sereno™ shower 
system with lever handle. 

Symmons Temptrol® 
Pressure-Balancing mixing 

valve. Single mode showerhead 
with arm and flange.

4300 - Valve only

S-4302
Symmons Sereno™ tub/shower 
system with lever handle and 
secondary integral diverter/ 

volume control handle. Symmons 
Temptrol® Pressure-Balancing 

mixing valve. Single mode 
showerhead with arm and flange.

S-4300TS - Valve only

4303
Symmons Sereno™ shower system 

with lever handle. Symmons 
Temptrol® Pressure-Balancing 

mixing valve. Wall/hand shower 
with flexible metal hose, in-line 

vacuum breaker, wall connection, 
cradle for hand shower mounting.

4306
Symmons Sereno™ tub/shower system with
lever handle. Symmons Temptrol® Pressure-

Balancing mixing valve. Separate lever
diverter, tub spout, single mode showerhead 

with arm and flange. Wall/hand
shower with flexible metal hose, in-line

vacuum breaker, wall connection, cradle
for hand shower mounting.

S-4304
Symmons Sereno™ tub/shower system 

with lever handle and secondary integral
diverter/volume control handle. 

Symmons Temptrol® Pressure-Balancing 
mixing valve. Tub spout, wall/hand 

shower with flexible metal hose, in-line 
vacuum breaker, wall connection, 
cradle for hand shower mounting.

4305
Symmons Sereno™ shower system with

lever handle. Symmons Temptrol® Pressure-
Balancing mixing valve. Separate lever
diverter, single mode showerhead with
arm and flange. Wall/hand shower with

flexible metal hose, in-line vacuum
breaker, wall connection, cradle for hand

shower mounting.

Modifications: Suffix IPS: 1/2" female IPS connections • Suffix X: Integral service stops • Suffix REV: Reverse coring, hot on right, cold on left, for back to back installations 


